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Movie essay writing can be a very interesting assignment because you donâ€™t have to spend hours
and hours into research work. To write movie essays, all you have to do is to watch a movie and
provide a short review of it. The stage where a student usually gets stuck is how to cite a movie in
the essay? that is a general problem faced by the students.

There are three major aspects of citing movies in essays, first; you have to maintain a flow while
citing the sources that is follow the same format throughout the citation. Secondly, try using MLA
format in the movie essay because it is usually preferred by the students, college and universities.
Lastly, they should write the citation according to the way they watched the movie, such as; theatre,
DVD, cable or online. Keep the three points in mind and follow the essay writing help below which
will help you write movie review essay easily.

How to cite a movie in movie review essay?

There are different ways of citing for different mediums of watching a movie; however, we will be
discussing three of them and they are:

Citing a theatre movie:

Citing a movie in essays that has been shown in theatre would require you to begin citing by
mentioning the name of the movie first then the name of the director followed by the distributorâ€™s
name and the releasing year.

For example; if you are citing sixth sense then it would be something like this:

Sixth Sense. Dir.M.Night Shayamalan.Beauna Vista worldwide home entertainment, 1999

Citing the performance of an individual:

If you want to cite a performance of a person then there will be slight change in the citing format, for
example, Robert Pattersonâ€™s performance from twilight

Robert Pattinson, perf. Twilight. Dir. Catherine Hardwicke, 2009

Citing a DVD movie:

The citing format will be the same as told in the theatre movie, the only thing which would be placed
in the citation would be the medium name and the original releasing year. For example; sixth sense
movie

Sixth Sense. Dir. M Night Shayamalan. Perf. Boris Hardwick. 1999. DVD. Universal pictures, 2009

Citing an online movie:

If you are citing an internet movie then you need to state the name of the website along with the
date of your access. The citation format should be;â€• Directorâ€™s name, movie title, releasing date of the
movie, name of the website, date of the access and website addressâ€•.
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Citing a television movie:

Citing a television movie would require you to include the name of the network, broadcast date, and
affiliate station.

Hence, you must be very careful while citing the sources for different movie mediums and be sure
not to inter mingle the formats because without proper referencing you won t be able to grab good
grades in your essay exams. Final words of advice are to consult your teacher what format of
citation for movie essay is recommended from the college to university you are studying in.
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